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Global Listed Infrastructure
The impact of inflation and 
interest rates

Vaccine rollouts and government stimulus have led to expectations of higher economic growth, 
inflation and interest rates. This has put pressure on listed infrastructure returns with the asset 
class significantly underperforming global equities over the past 12 months. But with over 70% 
of the investible universe able to pass through the cost of inflation to consumers, are these fears 
overblown? Global Listed Infrastructure Portfolio Manager Trent Koch explains why inflation can 
be positive for many infrastructure assets and how market uncertainty has created a compelling 
investment case for the asset class. 

Why are investors concerned about higher 
inflation today?
The COVID-19 pandemic caused the deepest global economic 
recession in nearly a century. Global growth slowed, 
unemployment increased and the transportation of people and 
goods were severely disrupted. In response, central banks and 
governments are now seeking to aggressively stimulate their 
economies. The likely results of this stimulus are increased global 
growth and higher inflation. 

It’s important to note that not all inflation is bad. Governments 
around the world often target a 2-3% inflation range and most 
countries have been trending well below that ‘ideal’ target band. 
Inflation is concerning when it is sustained and aggressive, 
because this can lead to economies becoming overheated. When 
economies overheat, central banks often raise interest rates in 
order to contain inflation. 

Should rising interest rates worry investors 
in infrastructure?
The characteristics of infrastructure assets (stable, long-life; cash 
generative; low sensitivity to the economic cycle) makes them 
relatively sensitive to changes in interest rates, compared to 
global equities. 

Importantly, the impact tends to vary depending on whether rising 
rates are being driven by higher inflation, or by real economic 
growth. 

Inflation-driven 
Where rising interest rates are a reflection of higher inflation, listed 
infrastructure fares relatively well. Infrastructure companies have a 
proven ability to pass through higher inflation to their customers 
(typically with a 6 -12 month lag). Most infrastructure assets have 
an explicit link to inflation through regulation, concession 
agreements or contracts. Those assets without an explicit link 
often have the pricing power to deliver a similar (or better) 
outcome, reflecting their strong strategic position.

Transurban is a good example of a stock with this pricing power. 
The company owns 21 toll roads in Australia and North America, 
most of which have the ability to increase tolls by inflation or 
better. 

Toll increases compared to CPI components Australia
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By Trent Koch, Portfolio Manager
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Real growth 
Where rising interest rates reflect accelerating real economic 
growth, listed infrastructure tends to lag as investors shift from 
defensive to growth equities. Evidence of this is illustrated in the 
following chart. 

Performance in Rising/Falling Bond markets 
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Benchmark is FTSE Global Core Infrastructure 50-50 Net TR USD Index from 1 April 2015 
(previously UBS Global 50-50 Infrastructure & Utilities Index Net TR, USD). 
US 10-year Bond Yield 
Source: First Sentier Investors 
Monthly data from 31 Oct 2007 to 31 March 2021

The two halves of this chart show how global equities and listed 
infrastructure have performed during periods of rising and falling 
interest rates (represented here by US 10-Year Treasury yields) 
respectively. 

The right hand side of the chart shows that in every discrete 
month since October 2007 in which US 10-year Treasury yields 
fell, global equities returned -0.1%, on average. The global listed 
infrastructure index performed better in this environment, rising by 
an average of +0.6% as infrastructure assets benefitted from the 
tailwind provided by lower rates. 

In contrast, when US 10-year Treasury yields rose, global equities 
delivered an average return of +1.2%. The global listed 
infrastructure index also on average delivered a positive return, but 
to a lesser extent, returning +0.2% on average in these months.

Are infrastructure assets vulnerable to 
higher inflation?
Some investors have taken the view that rising inflation will lead to 
higher interest rates. This has put pressure on listed infrastructure 
valuations. There are concerns that listed infrastructure 
companies may be forced to spend a higher proportion of their 
earnings on interest payments; and that profits could be eroded 
by rising inflation. 

However, we estimate that more than 70% of the assets we invest 
in have the ability to pass inflation through to the end customer, 
insulating investors from its impact.

Degree of inflation protection by sector 
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What impact could higher inflation have on 
infrastructure assets?
The impact of inflation on listed infrastructure assets depends on 
a number of factors, including:

Type of asset 
Regulated assets such as utilities are more likely to have 
government agreements in place that dictate how costs can be 
passed onto consumers. They tend to be less sensitive to both 
dips and peaks in economic activity, making them more defensive 
and well-positioned for a slowing economy. The benefit of 
including such assets in a portfolio was demonstrated in 2020, 
when usage remained stable (relative to roads, air and rail) and 
revenue did not contract significantly. 

For example, UK water utilities earn a real return on regulated 
assets, with inflation essentially being a pass-through. US electric 
and gas utilities operate within regulatory frameworks which 
enable them to earn an allowed rate of return on money spent 
maintaining or improving their asset base. While this rate is fixed 
for each regulatory cycle (which tend to last between one and 
three years), the allowed rate of return of the next cycle can be 
adjusted upwards if needed, to reflect a higher inflation 
environment.

Agreements in place
Some contracts explicitly allow user costs to rise when inflation 
does. Others are more complex and look at a range of factors 
beyond inflation, such as operating and capital expenses. The 
nature of these contracts depends on the country, the type of 
asset and the regulations in place. Many toll roads, for example, 
have concession agreements that specify how prices can be 
increased, with an option to follow the Consumer Price Index (CPI) 
or an agreed percentage – whichever is higher.  

Revenue drivers
In growth assets such as road transport, airports and rail, revenue 
is based on volume of users, and is therefore more sensitive to 
economic activity. If the contract allows inflation and other 
increased expenses to be passed on, then they are particularly 
well-positioned in a rising inflation environment.

Inflation rate
For assets with an agreed price rise in their contracts, the actual 
inflation level matters. For example, some mobile towers include 
price escalators in their contracts at a set amount, e.g. 3%. If 
inflation is lower than this, the asset owner benefits from the price 
increase. Conversely, an inflation rate higher than this will 
disadvantage the owner.
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How does your portfolio change depending 
on inflation expectations?
Part of our job as active managers is to take interest rate 
expectations into account when positioning portfolios. We are 
able to shelter portfolios from the impact of rising rates by tilting 
away from “income” infrastructure sectors such as utilities; and 
increasing holdings in “growth” infrastructure sectors such as 
roads and railways.

While macroeconomic conditions play a part, the impact of 
inflation also depends on particular companies and their assets. 
As bottom-up investors, we look at the dynamics of the asset and 
the sector, including barriers to entry, pricing power and structural 
growth opportunities.

What are your thoughts on leverage for 
infrastructure companies today?
It is understandable that investors are becoming concerned about 
debt levels with potential interest rate hikes on the horizon.

Screening 
Whether you are looking at a toll road, a tower or an airport, if you 
take that defensive asset and put too much leverage against that 
balance sheet, it is no longer defensive. So assets with too much 
leverage are removed from our investible universe. We take a 
universe of roughly 250 companies and screen that down to ~125 
core infrastructure assets that we consider to be investible. Part of 
that screening process addresses leverage, but we also eliminate 
assets based on other factors. These include our view on 
management quality, the capital structure and corporate 
governance frameworks.

Strong balance sheets
When analysing company leverage (and hence sensitivity to 
changes in interest rates) we focus on a range of measures 
including Net Debt to EBITDA, forward interest coverage ratio and 
refinancing risk. The strategy’s current weighted average Net Debt 
to EBITDA ratio is ~4.0x; a level we are comfortable with given the 
predictable nature of the cash flows being generated by our 
holdings’ underlying assets.

Further, many infrastructure companies have taken steps to take 
advantage of current low interest rates. We have seen significant 
refinancing of existing debt to lock in reduced rates, lengthen 
maturities, spread refinancing risks, and diversify funding sources. 
The weighted average debt maturity on our top 10 holdings is 
currently over 10 years1. That means debt has been locked in at 
very low levels for the next decade.

It’s important that infrastructure companies maintain appropriate 
debt structures so that when inflation does increase, they have 
the ability to increase prices and see that flow through to the 
bottom line. It’s one thing to be able to pass on the costs of 
inflation to the end customer, but if debt costs are rising by as 
much or more, the asset will be in a weak financial position.

How has listed infrastructure performed 
relative to inflation over time?
Global listed infrastructure has proved capable of delivering 
returns well in excess of inflation. For the 15 years to March 2021, 
listed infrastructure has delivered total returns of 8.5% pa, 
equivalent to CPI plus 6.6%.

Listed Infrastructure Performance 
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The performance of global listed infrastructure during periods of 
higher inflation provides further evidence of the benefits that can 
be provided by this asset class. The chart below compares the 
relative performance of infrastructure to global equities, when 
inflation is in a given band. 

For example, when inflation is between 3% and 4% pa, global 
listed infrastructure has outperformed global equities by around 
4% pa on average. Importantly, this outperformance increases to 
almost 8% pa when inflation is above 4% pa.

Infrastructure Performance During Periods of Inflation 
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Why is listed infrastructure a strong 
potential opportunity now?
2020 was clearly an unprecedented period in many ways, and it 
was a challenging year for global listed infrastructure. For just the 
second time in the last 15 years, listed infrastructure 
underperformed both global equities and bonds (global equities 
+15%, bonds +9%, listed infrastructure -4%). We now feel that 
concerns around potential increases in interest rates have already 
been priced in.

We think our investment universe of utilities, toll roads, airports, 
railroads and towers are well positioned today on a relative value 
basis. And whilst we have maintained a cautious view of the 
airports sector, we believe toll roads and railroads are well 
positioned for a strong COVID-19 recovery as global economies 
reopen.

Conclusion
Investing in a portfolio of global listed infrastructure assets 
provides investors with exposure to assets including toll roads, 
airports, railroads, utilities, pipelines and mobile towers. These 
sectors share common characteristics like high barriers to entry 
and pricing power. We estimate over 70% of the assets we invest 
in have the ability to pass through inflation to the end customer.

Investor concerns around rising inflation and higher interest rates 
have been largely priced in providing investors with a compelling 
case to invest in an asset class that we expect to provide inflation 
protected income and strong capital growth for many years to 
come.

Appendix: What does inflation protection look like by asset type?
We break down our ‘investment universe’ into four broad categories – Utilities, Transport, Communications and Energy Infrastructure. 
The table below provides a summary of inflation protection by asset type.

Category Typical strategy 
allocation2

Inflation protection

Utilities 50% North American utilities – Regulated return on investment methodology with allowed 
returns moving with interest rates which implicitly incorporate inflation. Utilities file for a 
rate case requesting costs such as inflation be passed through to the end customer. 
Allowed ROEs have been in the 8-10% range historically despite falling interest rates. 
European utilities – As a general rule regulation provides protection against inflation. 
Key difference is if Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) is determined in real 
(adjusted for inflation) or nominal terms (fixed returns). 
UK / Australia utilities – WACC is set in real terms with Regulated Asset Base (RAB), 
Capital Expenditure (Capex) and Operating Expenditure (Opex) estimated and approved 
by a regulator in real terms using inflation forecasts. Returns are then adjusted each year 
for actual inflation.

Transport 30% Toll roads – Concession agreements for a defined period which specifies how inflation 
will be treated. Agreements are often 30 years plus with explicit links to inflation.
Airports – Depends on the regulatory model of the airport. The majority of airports are 
dual-till where aeronautical revenues are regulated with explicit links to inflation. Non-
aeronautical revenues are typically commercial agreements so depends on the contract. 
Railroads – Freight rail rates are largely unregulated but strong pricing power allows 
them to pass through many uncontrollable costs. Passenger rail revenue depends on 
contract in place.

Communications 10% Mobile towers – US tower operators have contracted price escalators of ~3% per 
annum. Contracts are typically 5-15 years in length. European tower operators have 
contracts that are mostly linked to inflation.

Energy 
Infrastructure

10% Depends on the nature of the commercial agreement. 
Oil pipelines – Typically have long-term contracts with annual price escalators 
embedded in their terms.
Gas pipelines – Most contracts are take-or-pay but with fixed pricing hence more 
exposed to inflation.

2 These allocations are indicative only and may vary over time.
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Important Information
This material is intended for professional clients (as defined by the UK Financial Conduct Authority, or under MiFID II), sophisticated or ‘wholesale clients’ (as defined 
under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) or professional or institutional clients (or equivalent) as may be defined in the jurisdiction in which the material is received, 
including Hong Kong and Singapore, and should not be relied upon by other persons.
This document has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is only intended to provide a summary of the subject matter covered. It does not 
purport to be comprehensive or to give advice. The views expressed are the views of the writer at the time of issue and may change over time. This is not an offer 
document and does not constitute an offer or invitation or investment recommendation to distribute or purchase securities, shares, units or other interests or to enter 
into an investment agreement. No person should rely on the content and/or act on the basis of any material contained in this document without obtaining specific 
professional advice. 
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE.
The information in this document may not be copied or reproduced in whole or in part, and in any form or by any means circulated without the prior written consent of 
First Sentier Investors (‘FSI”). References to ‘we’ or ‘us’ are references to First Sentier Investors, a global investment management business the ultimate owner of 
which is Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group, Inc. (‘MUFG’). MUFG and its subsidiaries are not responsible for any statement or information contained in this document. 
Neither MUFG nor any of its subsidiaries guarantee the performance of any investment or entity referred to in this document or the repayment of capital. Any 
investments referred to are not deposits or other liabilities of MUFG or its subsidiaries, and are subject to investment risk, including loss of income and capital 
invested. To the extent any information contained in this document is considered general financial product advice, such information has been prepared without 
taking into account any particular individual’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Any individual reading this document should consider the appropriateness of 
the information in light of their won objectives, financial situation or needs and obtain the relevant financial product disclosure document (if applicable) before acting 
on the information.
Reference to specific securities (if any) is included for the purpose of illustration only and should not be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell the same. All 
securities mentioned herein may or may not form part of the holdings of First Sentier Investors’ portfolios at a certain point in time, and the holdings may change over 
time. 
The information contained within this document has been obtained from sources that we believe to be reliable and accurate at the time of issue but no representation 
or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, or completeness of the information. Neither FSI, nor any of its associates, nor any director, 
officer or employee accepts any liability whatsoever for any loss arising directly or indirectly from any use of this document. We do not accept any liability whatsoever 
for any loss arising directly or indirectly from any use of this document. 
This document shall only be used and/or received in accordance with the applicable laws in the relevant jurisdiction. First Sentier Investors includes a number of 
entities in different jurisdictions. 
Hong Kong and Singapore: In Hong Kong, this document is issued by First Sentier Investors (Hong Kong) Limited and has not been reviewed by the Securities & 
Futures Commission in Hong Kong. In Singapore, this document is issued by First Sentier Investors (Singapore) whose company registration number is 196900420D. 
This advertisement or publication has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. First Sentier Investors and FSSA Investment Managers are 
business names of First Sentier Investors (Hong Kong) Limited. First Sentier Investors (registration number 53236800B) and FSSA Investment Managers 
(registration number 53314080C) are business divisions of First Sentier Investors (Singapore). Please note that not all capabilities are available in every market or 
jurisdiction. Please speak to our local representatives on the availability in the respective markets. 
Australia: In Australia, this document is issued by First Sentier Investors (Australia) IM Limited (ABN 89 114 194311 AFSL 289017).
United States: In the US, this document is issued by First Sentier Investors (US) LLC.
United Kingdom: In the United Kingdom, this document is issued by First Sentier Investors (UK) Funds Limited which is authorised and regulated in the UK by the 
Financial Conduct Authority (registration number 143359). Registered office: Finsbury Circus House, 15 Finsbury Circus, London, EC2M 7EB, number 2294743. 
European Economic Area (‘EEA’): In the EEA, issued by First Sentier Investors (Ireland) Limited which is authorised and regulated in Ireland by the Central Bank of 
Ireland (registered number C182306) in connection with the activity of receiving and transmitting orders. Registered office: 70 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, 
Ireland number 629188. 
Middle East: In certain jurisdictions the distribution of this material may be restricted. The recipient is required to inform themselves about any such restrictions and 
observe them. By having requested this document and by not deleting this email and attachment, you warrant and represent that you qualify under any applicable 
financial promotion rules that may be applicable to you to receive and consider this document, failing which you should return and delete this e-mail and all 
attachments pertaining thereto. In the Middle East, this material is communicated by First Sentier Investors (UK) Funds Limited. Kuwait: If in doubt, you are 
recommended to consult a party licensed by the Capital Markets Authority (CMA) pursuant to Law No. 7/2010 and the Executive Regulations to give you the 
appropriate advice. Neither this document nor any of the information contained herein is intended to and shall not lead to the conclusion of any contract whatsoever 
within Kuwait. UAE - Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC): Within the DIFC this material is directed solely at Professional Clients as defined by the DFSA’s COB 
Rulebook. UAE (ex-DIFC): By having requested this document and / or by not deleting this email and attachment, you warrant and represent that you qualify under the 
exemptions contained in Article 2 of the Emirates Securities and Commodities Authority Board Resolution No 37 of 2012, as amended by decision No 13 of 2012 (the 
‘Mutual Fund Regulations’). By receiving this material you acknowledge and confirm that you fall within one or more of the exemptions contained in Article 2 of the 
Mutual Fund Regulations. 
Other jurisdictions: In other jurisdictions where this document may lawfully be issued, this document is issued by First Sentier Investors International IM Limited 
which is authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority (registration number 122512). Registered office 23 St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, EH2 
1BB number SC079063. For readers located in New Zealand, this document is issued by First Sentier Investors (Australia) IM Limited (ABN 89 114 194311 AFSL 
289017). It is intended to provide general information to ‘wholesale clients’ (as defined in the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013) only. It is not intended and may not 
be provided or passed on to individuals who qualify as ‘retail clients’ (as defined in the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013). This material does not take into account 
the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular person or institution. 
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